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TURN Comments and Recommendations on the IOUs’ Statewide Programs 
 
Through the PAG process TURN has offered comments and recommendations on how the IOUs 
could improve their existing portfolios of statewide programs. Mid-March, TURN issued short  
documents discussing the need for new and revised/expanded statewide programs including:  

 
The basic design and delivery of energy efficiency in California has remained relatively 
unchanged since 2000 post-deregulation efficiency.  All the efficiency activities that provide 
direct energy savings1 are grouped into two portfolios: residential and non-residential. The 
portfolios rely on programs that offer cash incentives for efficiency purchases and investments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Most of the efficiency activities in the two statewide portfolios are largely similar if not identical 
but for the customer grouping categories. This is most readily apparent in the retrofit and 
replacement market of homes and buildings and equipment and appliances through SF and MF 
Retrofit, and Express Efficiency and Standard Performance Contracting, programs. For example, 
for lighting efficiency which comprises the bulk of the IOUs2 savings, most of the same bulbs 
(CLFs) and fixtures are used in both residential and nonresidential applications, and accessed 
through the same marketplace: point of purchase/point of installation.  
 
Other energy saving measures, such as central HVAC, room AC units, thermostat controls, and 
central gas furnaces and water heaters (depending on size and capacity) are also applicable to 
both domestic and commercial markets, through the same market: point of purchase/point of 
installation. Also, many if not most of the manufacturers, distributors, retailers, architects, 
engineers, and contractors work across residential and commercial in both new construction and 
existing dwellings/buildings, with it not uncommon for customers/clients to be active as both.  
                                                 
1 But for very limited direct savings in the Partnership Portfolio. The IOUs offer two other statewide 
programs – Codes & Standards Advocacy and Emerging Technologies -- that are not classified by 
customer group.  Each IOU also has a couple of local programs that address on a limited basis customer or 
market niches apparently not covered in the statewide offerings.   
 

CA IOUs Residential Portfolio 
 

1. Single Family Retrofit  
2. MF Family Retrofit  
3. New Homes Energy Star  
4. Home Energy Survey  
5. Appliance Recycle 
6. Education/Training  

CA IOUs Nonresidential Portfolio 
 

1. Express Efficiency  
2. Standard Performance Contracting 
3. Savings by Design  
4. Energy Audits  
5. Upstream HVAC & Motors  
6. Training & Certification Building Operators   

• “Full Menu” of energy saving measures that are incented through linked activities aimed upstream at the 
manufacturer, midstream at the distributor, and downstream at the retail point of sale  (PoS). 

 
• HVAC quality sizing, installation, including duct testing and sealing for all residential and  small 

commercial HVAC Units.  
 
• A program and/or services and delivery mechanisms for the HTR, split-incentive residential and small 

commercial low to moderate income markets. 
 

• On- and off-bill financing as an integral across-the-board component for all IOUs and programs.
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Each time consumers face a market choice involving energy use it is a golden opportunity for 
California’s IOUs to engage consumers in assessing energy usage and efficiency potential on a 
comprehensive basis, and developing plans and strategies for carrying out those improvements.  
However, the IOUs’ portfolios and programs do not take advantage of this because there are 
internal boundaries between programs prevent working with trade allies and customers 
holistically. 
 
The IOUs employ somewhat of a “hit and miss” approach to influencing the construction,  
manufacture, distribution, purchase, and operation and maintenance, of energy-using buildings, 
equipment, and appliances. This squanders the handful of key opportunities to minimize 
customer transactions by providing energy services as a seamless approach. 
 
The critical junctures in the marketplace to positively engage consumers, businesses, and 
communities in energy efficiency are:  
 

• In the design and construction of new homes and buildings; and the manufacture and 
distribution of equipment and appliances.   

 
• At the point of purchase and point of installation of equipment and appliances. 
 
• During the retrofit and refurbishment of existing homes and businesses, and the operation 

and maintenance of equipment and appliances.  
  
The diagram below depicts these three marketplaces as interconnected. The objective is to #1: 
engage the consumer at any one for the three points of market transaction, and #2: work with that 
consumer through the other applicable marketplaces until all reasonable efficiency opportunities 
have been exhausted. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
            
 
California energy efficiency services could be more sensibly organized along the three critical 
energy efficiency marketplaces depicted in the diagram earlier, with implementation at the 
community local-level so that customers receive a range of energy efficiency products and 
services through seamless delivery. Just as the IOUs employ account representatives for large C/I 
customers to ensure “full service” and “one stop shop”, local communities should be the 
equivalent account representative at the local level for a comprehensive “bottoms up” approach.  

Design & Construction 
Homes & Businesses 

 
Manufacture & Distribution 
Equipment & Appliances 

Point of Purchase 
 

Time of Installation 

Retrofit & Refurbishment  of Homes & Businesses 
 

Operation & Maintenance: Equipment & Appliances
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This suggestion is markedly distinct from the Partnership Portfolio, which largely  use (or plan to 
use) local communities to ferret out hard-to-reach sectors that are then offered efficiency services 
through the IOUs discrete program silos or boxes, with efficiency measures and services 
dominated by lighting and audits. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TURN New Beginnings for a Market-Based Approach to Energy Efficiency in California  
 

1. “Full Menu” Energy-Saving Measures: Upstream Manufacturer, Midstream Distributor, and 
Downstream Retail Point of Sale  (PoS) Incentive Programs:  
 

Influence the manufacture, distribution, and retail purchase of a full menu of high efficiency equipment 
and appliance: from light bulbs to mobile home units! Instant PoS rebate given at check-out.  
 
Work immediately with HVAC distributors to influence the 2006 stocking of SEER 13 units, through 
distributor incentives, consumer education campaign.  
 
Work immediately with manufacturers, distributors, and retailers to encourage the purchase of high 
efficiency room AC units.  Organize major turn-ins of Dogs; conduct low-income replacement blitzs.  
 
This should include linking refrigerator/freezer recycling to PoS; providing consumers and retailers 
with an incentive for recycling an old working unit with the purchase of a new standard or high 
efficiency unit.  The current stwd recycling program most likely suffers from “program backfill” – many 
of the  2nd “garage” units that are recycled are replaced as the existing working unit gains garage 
status with the purchase of a newer, bigger, more features fridge/freezer.  

 
 

2. HVAC Quality Sizing, Installation, including Duct Testing and Sealing for all Residential and   
Small Commercial HVAC Units:  
 

Annual replacement, new construction, and existing working units (Dogs) markets.  
 
Work immediately on contractor training and incentive program. Determine key “hot spots” within 
each IOU service territory for rollout. Link to HVAC distributor component.  
 
 
3. New Statewide Program and/or Services and Delivery Mechanisms for the HTR, Split-
 Incentive Residential and Small Commercial Low to Moderate Income Markets 

 
 It is time to more fully engage the IOUs, local governments, communities, third parties, and other key 

stakeholders, to create synergistic opportunities to complex and compounding problems. TURN 
would like to think big in terms of economic development and renewal, job training and job creation, 
and inclusion of local area environmental concerns and needs outside of the strict electric-gas 
equation.  

4. Government Partnerships “Small Accounts Reps” Program.  
 
Use local level partnerships as equivalent to IOUs “large accounts rep” for customer point of contact 
for “full service” and “one stop shop” energy efficiency at the local level for a comprehensive “bottoms 
up” approach.   
 
Partnerships would in part develop inventories and work plan to “mine” over time local efficiency in 
conjunction with other synergistic community needs and activities.  
 
5. Third Party Energy Service Companies 

 
Allow 3rd parties, working with the government partnerships to move into more of the mainstream  
standard and custom retrofit markets.  

  
5.   Allow On- and Off-Bill Financing across the board! 
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